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Accreditation Institutes
¤ Proof of ‘bachelor’ or ‘master’ level
¤ the bachelor or master degree program must be
accredited by a quality assurance agency registered in
the European Quality Assurance Register for Higher
Education or by the appropriate governmental agency

¤ Proof of ‘fullness of logistics/supply chain content’
¤ the content of the degree programme must cover a 70%
match in at least 4 modules of the ELAQF Qualification
standards.
¤ Graduates have past with at least 60%
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The process
¤

The NCC verifies that the University is accredited or otherwise eligible.

¤

NCC can decide on the category of grade (pass mark), part of general
agreement with the university

¤

The University submits a list of successful graduates to the NCC. It is an excel
list and a signed hardcopy, which contains in a row for each candidate:
Name, Date of Birth, Place of Birth and e-mail address.

¤

The NCC sends the approved order to the ECBL Office.

¤

ECBL invoices NCC € 25/certificate

¤

NCC invoices University € 50/certificate

¤

Payment of the fee is in bulk from the University to the NCC

¤

ECBL issues certificates with value date of 5 years

¤

cESLog certificates are sent in bulk to the NCC (or directly to the University in
agreement with the NCC)
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Upgrade
¤

Candidates can submit “upgrade” requests to the NCC with proof of at least
3 years of relevant experience

¤

NCC verifies and approves the upgrade request
¤
¤

CV
Project and/or interview

¤

Focus on the optional modules, chosen by the candidate

¤

Passed modules mentioned on the ESLog Certificate

¤

NCC is free to charge assessment fee to the candidate

¤

NCC orders certificate following the general process of ordering certificates
at ECBL

¤

NCC will pay 75,00 € per certificate

